INTRODUCTION
The basic optical transmission system consist three basic component which are fibre media (transmission channel) light sources input (convert electrical into optical signal)1, light detector as the output (convert optical signal into electrical signal). loop control is major component used as a multiple optical fibre communication system. Another key component is EDFA. These provide high bit rate data transmission over long distance with appropriate optical amplification3. There are two typical choices for the modulation format of the signal known as the RZ pulse generator and NRZ systems in Optical fibre has been discussed by analyzing the different modulation format by using different parameters setting. The value of different parameters has been investigated such as Q factor, BER Eye height input power, ouput power.
Opti System Simulator Software is an advanced, innovative, rapidly developing and powerful software simulator tool for the design, testing and optimization of virtually any type of optical link in the physical layer of a broad spectrum of optical networks from ultra-long-haul system . It is an innovative optical communication system simulation package which was explored by opti Wave Company in order to meet the academic requirement of the system designers, optical communications engineers, researches .
II. BACK GROUND THEORY
Fibre optic communication is one way to transmit the information or data from one place to another by sending the pulses of light through an optical. Fibre optic is a natural consequence of the internet growth. Fibre optic act like an optical wire made it as the most suitable for the communication channel. There are three basics of the fibre optic system. Transmitter is to transmit the signal by converting an electrical signal to optical signal. Fibre optic cable is the transmission channel to transmit the data. Receiver is the place to the signal from the transmitter.
Fig 1 fibre optic system
Loop Controller .loop control is an interdisciplinary branch of engineering and mathematics that deals with the behaviour of dynamical system with input. The external input of a system is called the references. When output variable of a system need to follow a certain reference over time, a controller manipulates the input to a system to obtain the desired effect on the output of the system. 
V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, analysis the parametric performance and comparison of modulation format in optical fibre transmission system is done by opti-system simulation tool. The outcome of experimental simulation at various transmissions distance using different modulation format for single transmission channel with Loop control and amplifier EDFA are tabulated in TABLE-1 and TABLE -2 5 shows that Q factor increases initially with launched power, reaches a peak value.A moderate bigger value of less average power is favourable to the performance of the transmission system. From the figure we can find that IN RZ format as the input optical power increases , the Q factor also increases.However,in NRZ modulation as the optical power increases , Q -factor does not vary and remains constant.
The Analysis of the simulated system with RZ and NRZ has been performed which reveals that RZ is better in long haul optical communication system whereas NRZ format is useful in short distance communication. 
Table2: NRZ with loop control and EDFA (Performance with variation of length

VI. CONCLUSION
A radio over fibre system was designed and simulated using the optisystem software. The system performance based on RZ and NRZ formats were analyzed taking into consideration Subsequently, comparative analysis of the simulated designed system were carried out. The Observation through Q factor, BER revealed that R Z modulation has best performance for long distance optical communication system because of low Bit Error rate.NRZ is used for small distance communication system at low bit rates .An advantage of the NRZ format is that the bandwidth associated with the bit stream is smaller than that of the RZ format.
